


Whether it's a wedding, party or baby shower we
love working closely with our clients to
transform venues into beautiful spaces.

From backdrops to chair covers we set up
everything ready for you and whisk it away the

next day. 
Leaving you to focus on enjoying yourself!



With an extensive range of items for hire we are sure
you will find the perfect pieces for your special day

For hire



From wood to metal to fabric we have a range of
backdrops that will make the perfect place to say I do 

Backdrops

Bridal Backdrop 
 
Available with or without a wedding hoop.  
This elegant backdrop would make the perfect focal point for any
wedding. Sheer white chiffon beautifully framed with trailing ivy,
sprinkled with white roses & peonies.  We can customise this
backdrop to suit your colour scheme by adding in additional
flowers in any colour of your choice.   
 
180.00



Backdrops

Hexagon 
 
Create beautiful boho vibes with our stunning hexagon 
Available with or without our handmade macrame
curtain. 
Flowers in this image created by @Janlima_flowers
 
200.00



Backdrops

Flower wall
 
Our flower wall is 6ft wide by 7ft tall and is made up
of a white hydrangea base. We are able to add in
additional flowers to suit your colour scheme
 
 200.00



Personalised Pieces 

Wooden signs - 35.00
Chalkboard signs - 35.00 
Acrylic signs - 55.00 

Welcome signs 
 
Let your guests know they have made it to the party with
an eye catching personalised welcome sign.  All these signs
are beautifully hand written and can be created on wood,
chalkboard or acrylic.  



Personalised Pieces 

Mirrored table plan - 75.00
Chalkboard plan - 55.00 
Rustic frame plan - 55.00
Acrylic plan -75.00 

Table Plan 
 
We have a number of unique and beautiful ways to guide
your guests to their seats 



Personalised Pieces 

Wood blocks - 25.00 for 10 
Acrylic - 25.00 for 10 
Barely there frame - 25.00 for 10 

Table numbers
 

Whether its  numbers or something more personal  we
have lots of beautiful ways to name your tables, including 

 wood, barely there frames & acrylic 



Personalised Pieces 

Real leaves - 0.50p each 
Luggage tags - 1.00 each 
Agate Slices - 2.50 each  

Place Settings
 
All of our place settings are handwritten by
our calligrapher Ellie and can be created on a number of
different materials. 
From natural leaves, to modern acrylic there's something
here to suit every theme. 



Centrepieces 
 
Whether its rustic log slices or modern hexagon vases we
can create the perfect centrepiece for you. 
We offer a range of vases and centrepieces available to
hire.  
 
Get in touch for more information & prices 

Room Decoration



Room Decoration

Macreme - 20.00 each 
Lace - 10.00 each 
Hessian - 10.00 each 
Plain Navy - 10.00 each  

Table runners
 

We currently stock table runners in the following styles



Room Decoration

Let us add the wow factor!
Whether that is with  hanging lanterns, pom poms,
garlands or bunting, we have you covered. 
 Providing not only the decorations, but a full set up & take
down service, you can take it easy on the morning of your
special day knowing that everything is being done for you!
 
Prices starting from £175.00



Room Decoration

£ 1.50 each  
£2.00 each with greenery

Chair Sashes
 
Add a touch of elegance to your venue with our gorgeous
chiffon chair sashes.
 These  are designed for use with chaivari chairs 
Available in white and dusky pink and can be tied with a
ribbon in any colour 
 



Extras 

Donut Wall 
Treat your guests with a
wall of sugar!
Our donut wall has 35 pegs
and can hold up to 70
donuts when double
stacked. 
 
50.00 
(not including donuts) 

Hexagon Cake stand 
 
A wooden hexagon base
topped with a gold hexagon
frame. 
The frame could be adorened
with flowers or left bare.
 
25.00



Extras 

Vintage cases - 25.00 
Gold glass box - 25.00 
White glass box - 25.00

Card & Gift boxes 
 



Extras 

30cm hoop - 30.00
40cm hoop - 40.00
60cm hoop - 50.00

Hoops 
 
Add a personailsed touch to your decoration. Ideal for
weddings, christening and birthday parties. These hoops
can be created to suit any theme or colour scheme and are
yours to keep after the event



Extras 

Instagram Frames
 
The perfect prop for any occasion! 
Created to suit any theme 
 
25.00 
(Available for delivery in Cardiff only) 



Extras 

Animal theme - 50.00
Pirates  - 50.00 

Children's Photo Stations 
 
Photo fun for little faces
We currently have 2 photo stations available for hire



Giant baby blocks 
 
Make a shower extra special with our giant baby blocks.
They work perfectly with our flower wall, creating a
stunning selfie worthy backdrop 

 
50.00


